at your service

Works to Profile.

Works to Profile
Vi har sparat de bästa platserna till dig
Appear är en helt ny serie arbetskläder med funktioner och
detaljer som vi vet att du behöver. Vi vill att det skall vara
enkelt att få nytta av de olika funktionerna utan att behöva
köpa tillbehör eller olika plagg för samma ändamål. Därför
har vi skapat precis så många plagg som krävs för att fylla
de behov du har av att vara rätt klädd på jobbet.
Appear är dessutom kläder som låter dig synas. De är
omsorgsfullt designade för du skall kunna profilera ditt
företag på de bästa exponeringsytorna på plaggen.
Arbetskläder som låter dig jobba rätt och dessutom håller
dig snygg under tiden. Skapade för att profilera dig
och ditt företag.
Du hittar oss på appearworkwear.se.

appearworkwear.se
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100% cotton.
180 gsm.

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

New Delhi T-shirt

Style:

Style no.: 1000

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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100% cotton.
180 gsm.

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

New Delhi T-shirt

Style:

Style no.: 1000

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2-needle stitch in
shoulders and
armholes

Main/care label and size label
in center neck

Pistol grey:

main color:

In sleeves and bottom
the seam should be
matching on surface side
and grey contrast on
reversed side.

Customized
flag label in
left sideseam

2-needle stitch in neck

Woven neck tape in pistol grey color.

1x1 rib in neck
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100% polyester.
135-140 gsm.

130/140, 150/160,
XS - XXL

Sizes:

Quality:

T-shirt

Style:

Style no.: 1010

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Dark black melange
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100% polyester.
135-140 gsm.

130/140, 150/160,
XS - XXL

Sizes:

Quality:

T-shirt

Style:

Style no.: 1010

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Main/care label and size
label in center back

Print in center back

Flag label in
side seam

Collar and neck tape
in main fabric

Shoulder seam reinforcement in main fabric
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
200 gsm.

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Sakhir Piké

Style:

Style no.: 2000

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
200 gsm.

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Sakhir Piké

Style:

Style no.: 2000

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2-needle stitch at bottom

Main/care label and size label
in center neck

Woven neck tape
in pistol grey color.

Slit in side seams with
woven tape on inside
in pistol grey color

Customized flag label.

1x1 rib knit

Placket with 3 matching
buttons, Ø 11mm, thickness 4mm (same as
Ralawise)

Collar with 2 ottoman stripes
on surface:

Printed logo

Shoulders are reinforced
with tape
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Budapest
Sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3000

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Budapest
Sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3000

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Printed logo

2-needle stitch in front neck,
shoulders, armholes and bottom

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Woven neck tape
in pistol grey color.

1x1 rib in cuffs and botttom
with a 1 cm wide stripe in pistol
grey centered on reverse side

1x1 rib in neck

Main/care label and size
label in center neck
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Kuala Lumpur
½ zip sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3500

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Kuala Lumpur
½ zip sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3500

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2-needle stitched

Herringbone tape in
pistol grey colour

1x1 rib in cuffs and bottom with
a 1 cm wide stripe in pistol grey
centered on reverse side

Coil zip no. 5 in matching
color. Hidden by a piping
in main fabric

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Inset inside zipper

1-needle stitch in shoulder

Printed logo

2-needle stitch in armhole

1-needle stitch in collar
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Full zip sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3700

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Full zip sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3700

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2-needle stitched

Herringbone tape in
pistol grey colour

1x1 rib in cuffs and bottom with
a 1 cm wide stripe in pistol grey
centered on reverse side

Hidden coil zip no. 5 in
matching color

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Pockets with coil
zippers no 5.

Inside inset along zipper

1-needle stitch in shoulder

Printed logo

2-needle stitch in armhole

1-needle stitch in collar

Sew the pocket bags to be
inner pockets too.
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80% cotton,
20% polyester,
280 gsm.
Taffeta ripstop.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Hoody full zip

Style:

Style no.: 3800

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS
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80% cotton,
20% polyester,
280 gsm.
Taffeta ripstop.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Hoody full zip

Style:

Style no.: 3800

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2x2 rib in cuffs with a 1 cm
wide stripe in pistol grey
centered on reverse side

Metal eyelet and heavy
cord with reflective dots

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

Herringbone tape
in pistol grey color

Black lycra tape
in bottom

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Add an embroidered
hole inside pocket
(between outer and
inner pocket),
inner Ø: 10 mm, for
a phone cord

Pockets with coil zipper
no 5. Pocket bag in jersey,
sewn to be inner pockets

Rip stop tafeta in hood,
yoke, upper sleeves
and lower back

Hidden coil zip no. 5 in
black color color with
Appear puller.

Small elastic loop inside
neck for phone cord

Printed logo, 2 cm above seam

Add a seam in top of hood
to keep the cord in place!
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Hoody sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3850

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS
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XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality: 60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

Hoody sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.: 3850

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2x2 rib in sleeves and bottom in
antrasite melange with a 1 cm wide stripe
in pistol grey centered on reverse side

Metal eyelet and heavy
cord with reflective dots

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Bartacks in pocket opening

Velt pocket with coil zip no. 5.
Make the pocket bag in jersey
and add an embroidered hole
on back side, inner Ø: 10 mm,
for a phone cord

Herringbone tape
in pistol grey
Jersey lining
inside hood

Add a seam in top of hood
to keep the cord in place!

Printed logo, 2 cm above seam

Small elastic loop inside
neck for phone cord
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Silverstone
Service Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5300

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Silverstone
Service Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5300

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Contrast seams, grey

Nylon fabric

Twill in polyester/cotton fabric

Embroidery

D-ring (keyholder)

Customized tape inside
wasitband with logo

Crotch is sewn
with a gusset

Inner pockets for
knee pads

Customized button
with logo

Velcro (only in
right back pocket)

Bottom is reinforced with an
edge in nylon fabric and have
leg extention of 4,5 cm

Belt loops are sewn with an
extra loop at bottom to carry
separate nail pockets (article
7000)

Embroidery on belt loop,
centered both heightand sidewise
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Stretch in nylon/
spandex

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Gents Service
Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5380

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Stretch in nylon/
spandex

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Gents Service
Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5380

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Short lenght
bottom hem =
5 cm

Leg extention
Use black top thread (visible on surface)
and red bottom thread (visible on reverse)

Inner pockets for
knee pads

Bartacks i grey color
(here marked with green)

Crotch is sewn
with a gusset

Velcro (only in
right back pocket)

Embroidery on belt loop,
centered both heightand sidewise

All belt loops except at center back
are sewn with an extra loop at bottom
to carry separate nail pockets (article 7000)

Waistband is sewn with grey thread
(here marked with green)

Tack button with logo

The hem seam for long length should be black on both sides!

Long lenght
bottom hem =
2 cm

Leg extention, view from inside!

Embroidery

Bartacks i grey color
(here marked with green)

Stretch fabric

Twill fabric

Tape inside waistD-ring (keyholder) band with logo
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Stretch in nylon/
spandex

C34-C50

Sizes:

Quality:

Ladies Service
Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5385

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Stretch in nylon/
spandex

C34-C50

Sizes:

Quality:

Ladies Service
Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5385

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Short lenght
bottom hem =
5 cm

Leg extention
Use black top thread (visible on surface)
and red bottom thread (visible on reverse)

Inner pockets for
knee pads

Bartacks i grey color
(here marked with green)

Crotch is sewn
with a gusset

Velcro (only in
right back pocket)

Embroidery on belt loop,
centered both heightand sidewise

All belt loops except at center back
are sewn with an extra loop at bottom
to carry separate nail pockets (article 7000)

Waistband is sewn with grey thread
(here marked with green)

Tack button with logo

The hem seam for long length should be black on both sides!

Long lenght
bottom hem =
2 cm

Leg extention, view from inside!

Embroidery

Bartacks i grey color
(here marked with green)

Stretch fabric

Twill fabric

Tape inside waistD-ring (keyholder) band with logo
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No logo

65% polyester,
35% cotton.
240 gsm.

C44-C62

Sizes:

Quality:

Gent’s Pants

Style:

Style no.: 7901

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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No logo

65% polyester,
35% cotton.
240 gsm.

C44-C62

Sizes:

Quality:

Gent’s Pants

Style:

Style no.: 7901

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
Grey bartacks

2-needle stitch in
back rise, fly,
side seams and
top of back pockets

Back pockets are
sewn onto garment
with grey thread, 1needle.

Button hole sewn
with grey thread.
Black, plain button
with frame and
4 holes. Ø 18mm.

Grey bottom thread
in waistband

Short lenght
bottom hem =
5 cm

The hem for long length should be black on both sides!

Long lenght
bottom hem =
2 cm

Leg extention, view from inside!

Leg extention
Use black top thread (visible on surface)
and red bottom thread (visible on reverse)

Grey bartacks

Contrast seams and bartacks, grey

Twill in polyester/cotton fabric, black

Totally 6 belt loops
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No logo

65% polyester,
35% cotton.
240 gsm.

C34-C50

Sizes:

Quality:

Ladies Pants

Style:

Style no.: 7900

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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No logo

65% polyester,
35% cotton.
240 gsm.

C34-C50

Sizes:

Quality:

Ladies Pants

Style:

Style no.: 7900

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Grey bartacks

Grey bartacks

1-needle stitch in
side seams

2-needle stitch in
front/back rise, fly
and top of back
pockets

Back pockets are
sewn onto garment
with grey thread, 1needle.

Grey bottom thread
in waistband

Short lenght
bottom hem =
5 cm

The hem for long length should be black on both sides!

Long lenght
bottom hem =
2 cm

Leg extention, view from inside!

Leg extention
Use black top thread (visible on surface)
and red bottom thread (visible on reverse)

Button hole sewn
with grey thread.
Black, plain button
with frame and
4 holes. Ø 18mm.

Coin pocket

Contrast seams and bartacks, grey

Twill in polyester/cotton fabric, black

Totally 7 belt loops
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100% cotton.
380 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Monza Work pants

Style:

Style no.: 5200

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality: 100% cotton.
380 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

Monza Work pants

Style:

Style no.: 5200

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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Webbing tape,
four loops

Embroidery

Knee is reinforced
with nylon fabric

Contrast seams, light grey

Webbing tape

Nylon fabric

Cotton fabric

Crotch is reinforced with
a gusset in nylon

Customized buttons
with logo

Ordinary pockets under
nail pockets.

Customized tape inside
wasitband with logo
D-ring (keyholder)

Bottom is reinforced with an
edge in nylon fabric and have
leg extention of 4,5 cm

Bellow

Webbing tape,
two loops

Nail pockets
with tool loops

Hammer loops with
snap buttons inside

Inside back pockets,
bottom is reinforced
with nylon fabric

Bellow

Embroidery
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100% cotton.
380 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60

Sizes:

Quality:

3/4 Monza
Work Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5250

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Navy

Black
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100% cotton.
380 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60

Sizes:

Quality:

3/4 Monza
Work Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5250

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Contrast seams, light grey
(Pantone cool grey 6 C)

Webbing tape

Nylon fabric

Cotton fabric

Webbing tape,
four loops

Embroidery

Customized buttons
with logo

Ordinary pockets under
nail pockets.

Knees are reinforced
with nylon fabric.
Pockets for knee pads
inside.

Customized tape inside
wasitband with logo
D-ring (keyholder)

Crotch is reinforced with
a gusset in nylon

Bellow

Webbing tape,
two loops

Nail pockets
with tool loops

Hammer loops with
snap buttons inside

Inside back pockets,
bottom is reinforced
with nylon fabric

Bellow

Embroidery
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
260 gsm.
Stretch in nylon/
spandex.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Work Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5280

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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65% polyester,
35% cotton.
260 gsm.
Stretch in nylon/
spandex.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Work Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5280

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (3)

Contrast stitch, light grey

Webbing tape, black

Stretch fabric, black

”cordura” fabric, black

Main fabric, black

Logo embroidery

Crotch with a gusset
in stretch fabric

D-ring (keyholder)

Ordinary pockets under
swing/nails pockets

Right swing pocket

Possible leg extention of 4,5 cm

Knees are reinforced
and pre-bended, sewn
as pockets for knee pads
(opening on inside)

Hammer loops.
Loop length adjusted
with snap buttons.

Logo embroidery

Logo tack button in waistband
and metal zipper # 5 in fly

Logo tape inside
waistband

One big pocket
Three tool pockets
Webbing tape with
four loops
Bellow along red
dot line
Red bartacks=
should be sewn
with light grey thread

Left swing pocket

Totally 7
belt loops
in waist

One big pocket
Two tool pockets
Zipper pocket,
vislon # 5, covered
with a zig-zag stitched
flap
Bellow along red
dot line
Red bartack=
should be sewn
with light grey thread
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100% polyester
fleece. 230 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Singapore Layer 2

Style:

Style no.: 4400

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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100% polyester
fleece. 230 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Singapore Layer 2

Style:

Style no.: 4400

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Thumb grip

Mesh in contrast
color inside collar

Customized
zip puller

Pockets with
zippers

Embroidery

Start and ends with a red bartack.

Customized
PVC flag label

Flatlock stitch in
matching color

Reversed coil zip no. 5
in contrast color.

Flatlock stitch in
contrast color

1-needle stitch in collar,
neck and along zip

Chin cover and inside placket
in contrast colored fleece.
Cutomized tape on placket.
Zip garage. Placket in contrast
½ moon in main fabric with
colored fabric. Logo print and a red
printed logo and size.
zig-zag seam down to bottom of placket.

Embroidery

Neck tape
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100% polyester

XS- 4XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Shanghai Shell
Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4002

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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100% polyester

XS- 4XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Shanghai Shell
Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4002

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

In sleeves, side seams and
armholes add a 2-needle
stitch for extra strength. All
other seams are stitched
with a 1-needle seam. All
seams are taped!

Ribbon tape
Eyelet
Drawstring
Stopper
Stop ring

Snap buttons, totally 5 pcs,
with black plastic top

Ribbon tape

Eyelets
Stop ring
Drawstring
Stopper

Eyelet and drawstring
with plastic end

Double shell fabric on the
inside of sleeve opening.

2-needle stitch in sleeves,
side seams and armholes

Inset for hood fastening,
covered by a flap

Embroidery
Strap with reflective piping, embroidery and
velcro in cuffs. 10 cm of velcro, placed 5 cm
from seam where strap is fasten. Two bartacks,
at top and bottom of flap fastening, sewn with
grey thread.

Customized
PVC flag label

1-needle stitch

Front pockets with zippers. Two
bartacks, at top and bottom, sewn
with grey thread. Pocket bag in 65/35
twill fabric.

Inner cuffs

Embroidery

1-needle stitch

Zip garage. Inside placket in contrast
colored fabric. Logo print and a red
zig-zag seam down to bottom of placket.
Start and ends with a red bartack.
Chest pockets and
Customized
front with WP zippers.
zip puller
Pocket bag in 65/35
twill fabric.
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100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Genéve Winter
Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4004

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Genéve Winter
Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4004

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Strap with reflective piping, embroidery and
velcro in cuffs. 10 cm of velcro, placed 5 cm
from seam where strap is fasten. Two bartacks,
at top and bottom of flap fastening, sewn with
grey thread.

In sleeves, side seams and
armholes add a 2-needle
stitch for extra strength. All
other seams are stitched
with a 1-needle seam.

Webbing tape
Eyelet
Drawstring
Stopper
Stop ring

Front pockets with coil # 5 zippers.
Two bartacks, at top and bottom, sewn
with grey thread. Pocket bag in 65/35
Customized
twill fabric.
PVC flag label

Inner cuffs with
thumb grip

Embroidery

Double shell fabric on the
inside of sleeve opening.

Woven reflective piping
in yoke

Coil #5 in chest pockets. Two bartacks
at top and bottom, sewn with grey thread.
Pocket bag in 65/35 twill fabric.

Inside placket in contrast color with zip garage. Logo print and a
red zig-zag seam down to bottom of placket. Start and ends with
a red bartack. YKK coil zipper #5. Outside placket with hidden
snap buttons.

Snap buttons, totally 5 pcs,
with black plastic top

Webbing tape

Embroidery
Eyelets
Stop ring
Drawstring
Stopper

Eyelet and drawstring
with plastic end

2-needle stitch in sleeves,
side seams and armholes

Inset for hood fastening,
covered by a flap
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100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Austin Winter
Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4102

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Austin Winter
Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4102

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Embroidery

Woven reflective
piping in yoke

velcro in cuffs. 10 cm of velcro, placed 5 cm
from seam where strap is fasten. Two bartacks,
at top and bottom of flap fastening, sewn with
grey thread.

Customized
zip puller

Polyester900Dx900D/60T

Polyester 600Dx600D/72T

Embroidery

Double shell fabric on the
inside of sleeve opening.

Ribbon tape

Transparant plastic

Brushed triacetate

Polyester/elastan knitted fabric

Woven reflective tape

Polyester 600Dx600D/72T in grey color

Customized
PVC flag label

Hidden zip pocket under placket,
next to front zipper. Pocket bag in
triacetate/280T. Two bartacks, at
top and bottom, sewn with grey
thread.

Front pockets with a flap. Bartacks in main
color at pocket opening. Pocket bag in
triacetate fabric.
Strap with reflective piping, embroidery and

Inner cuffs with
thumb grip

Bartacks sewn
with grey tread.

Inserted ID pocket,closed
with velcro.Two bartacks,
in each side of opening,
sewn with grey thread.

Zip garage. Logo print and a red zig-zag
seam down to bottom of inner placket.
Start and ends with a red bartack.
Hidden snap buttons and zipper in front.
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EN 20471

X3

100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Monte Carlo HV
Shell Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4022

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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EN 20471

X3

100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Monte Carlo HV
Shell Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4022

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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Webbing tape

Velcro

Eyelets, drawstring,
and 2-hole stopper

Double shell fabric on the
inside of sleeve opening.

Customized
PVC flag label

All reflective tape
should be 2-needle
stitched with heavy
thread!

Reflective piping
in yoke seam

Embroidery

Hidden zip pocket under placket,
Inset with snap buttons
next to front zipper. Pocket bag in
for hood fastening
triacetate. Two bartacks, at
top and bottom.

Hidden snap buttons,
totally 5 pcs

Strap with reflective piping, embroidery
Polyester/elastan knitted fabric and velcro in cuffs. 10 cm of velcro,
placed 5 cm from seam where strap is
fasten. Two bartacks, at top and bottom
Brushed triacetate
of flap fastening, sewn with grey thread.

Reflective piping

Polyester

Embroidery
Inner cuffs with
thumb grip
Waist pockets with zippers.
Reflective tape, width 50mm Bartacks in each side.
Pocket bag in triacetate.

HV polyester

All seams
are taped!

Chest pocket with zipper
and opening in left side.
Bartack at top. Pocket bag
in triacetate.

Zip garage. Logo print and a grey zig-zag
seam down to bottom of inner placket.
Velcro (SOFT PART)
Start and ends with a grey bartack.
for hood fastening
Hidden snap buttons and zipper in front.
Customized
zip puller
Holder for ID card. Fastened with a
webbing tape in placket seam.
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EN 20471

X3

100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Montréal HV
Winter Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4122

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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EN 20471

X3

100% polyester

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Montréal HV
Winter Jacket

Style:

Style no.: 4122

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Webbing tape

Velcro

Eyelets, drawstring,
and 2-hole stopper

Double shell fabric on the
inside of sleeve opening.

Customized
PVC flag label

All reflective tape
should be 2-needle
stitched with heavy
thread!

Reflective piping
in yoke seam

Embroidery

Hidden zip pocket under placket,
Inset with snap buttons
next to front zipper. Pocket bag in
for hood fastening
triacetate. Two bartacks, at
top and bottom.

Hidden snap buttons,
totally 5 pcs

Strap with reflective piping, embroidery
Polyester/elastan knitted fabric and velcro in cuffs. 10 cm of velcro,
placed 5 cm from seam where strap is
fasten. Two bartacks, at top and bottom
Brushed triacetate
of flap fastening, sewn with grey thread.

Reflective piping

Polyester

Embroidery
Inner cuffs with
thumb grip
Waist pockets with zippers.
Reflective tape, width 50mm Bartacks in each side.
Pocket bag in triacetate.

HV polyester

All seams
are taped!

Chest pocket with zipper
and opening in left side.
Bartack at top. Pocket bag
in triacetate.

Zip garage. Logo print and a grey zig-zag
seam down to bottom of inner placket.
Velcro (SOFT PART)
Start and ends with a grey bartack.
for hood fastening
Hidden snap buttons and zipper in front.
Customized
zip puller
Holder for ID card. Fastened with a
webbing tape in placket seam.
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EN 20471

X1

65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Enzo HV Service
Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5320

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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EN 20471

X1

65% polyester,
35% cotton.
245 gsm.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Enzo HV Service
Pants

Style:

Style no.: 5320

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Contrast seams, grey

Reflective tape

Fluorescent fabric

Nylon fabric

Twill in polyester/cotton fabric

Embroidery

D-ring (keyholder)

Customized tape inside
wasitband with logo

Crotch is sewn
with a gusset

Inner pockets for
knee pads

Customized button
with logo

Embroidery

Bottom is reinforced with an
edge in nylon fabric and have
leg extention of 5 cm

Belt loops are sewn with an
extra loop at bottom to carry
separate nail pockets (article 7000)
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EN 20471

X1

100% cotton,
380 gsm.
Flourescent fabric
in 70% polyester,
30% cotton.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Melbourne HV
Work pants

Style:

Style no.: 5020

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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EN 20471

X1

100% cotton,
380 gsm.
Flourescent fabric
in 70% polyester,
30% cotton.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

Melbourne HV
Work pants

Style:

Style no.: 5020

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Webbing tape,
four loops

Crotch is reinforced with
a gusset in nylon

Knee is reinforced
with nylon fabric

Embroidery

Contrast seams, light grey

Webbing tape

Reflective tape

Fluorescent fabric

Nylon fabric

Cotton fabric

Customized buttons
with logo

Ordinary pockets under
nail pockets.

Customized tape inside
wasitband with logo
D-ring (keyholder)

Bottom is reinforced with an
edge in nylon fabric and have
leg extension of 4,5 cm

Bellow

Webbing tape,
two loops

Nail pockets
with tool loops

Hammer loops with
snap buttons inside

Inside back pockets,
bottom is reinforced
with nylon fabric

Bellow

Embroidery
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EN 20471

X1

100% cotton,
260 gsm.
Flourescent fabric
in 70% polyester,
30% cotton.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Work pants

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black/hivis yellow
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EN 20471

X1

100% cotton,
260 gsm.
Flourescent fabric
in 70% polyester,
30% cotton.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60
D88-D116

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Work pants

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (3)

Contrast stitch, light grey

Webbing tape, black

Reflective tape

Fluorescent fabric

Stretch fabric, black

”cordura” fabric, black

Main fabric, black

Logo embroidery

Crotch with a gusset
in stretch fabric

D-ring (keyholder)

Ordinary pockets under
swing/nails pockets

Right swing pocket

Possible leg extention of 4,5 cm

Knees are reinforced
and pre-bended, sewn
as pockets for knee pads
(opening on inside)

Hammer loops.
Loop length adjusted
with snap buttons.

Logo embroidery

Logo tack button in waistband
and metal zipper # 5 in fly

Logo tape inside
waistband

One big pocket
Three tool pockets
Webbing tape with
four loops
Bellow along red
dot line
Red bartacks=
should be sewn
with light grey thread

Left swing pocket

Totally 7
belt loops
in waist

One big pocket
Two tool pockets
Zipper pocket, vislon
# 5 + puller, covered
with a zig-zag stitched
flap
Bellow along red
dot line
Red bartack=
should be sewn
with light grey thread
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100% cotton.
380 gsm.
Flourescent fabric
in 70% polyester,
30% cotton.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

C44-C60

Sizes:

Quality:

Work Shorts

Style:

Style no.: 5275

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black

Navy
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C44-C60

Style:

Sizes:

Quality: 100% cotton.
380 gsm.
Flourescent fabric
in 70% polyester,
30% cotton.
Reinforcement in
nylon.

Work Shorts

Style no.: 5275

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Contrast seams, light grey
(Pantone cool grey 6 C)

Webbing tape

Reflective tape

Fluorescent fabric

Nylon fabric

Cotton fabric

Webbing tape,
four loops

Embroidery

Customized buttons
with logo

Ordinary pockets under
nail pockets.

Customized tape inside
wasitband with logo
D-ring (keyholder)

Crotch is reinforced with
a gusset in nylon

Bellow

Webbing tape,
two loops

Hammer loops with
snap buttons inside

Inside back pockets,
bottom is reinforced
with nylon fabric

Bellow

Embroidery
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60% polyester,
40% cotton
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black/hivis yellow
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60% polyester,
40% cotton
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Printed logo

2-needle stitch in front neck,
armholes and bottom

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Woven neck tape
in pistol grey color.

1x1 rib in cuffs and botttom
with a 1 cm wide stripe in pistol
grey centered on reverse side

1x1 rib in neck

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

1-needle stitch in
shoulder part
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV ½ zip
sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black/hivis yellow
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV ½ zip
sweatshirt

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

1x1 rib in cuffs and bottom with
a 1 cm wide stripe in pistol grey
centered on reverse side

Coil zip no. 5 in matching
color. Hidden by a piping
in main fabric

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

2-needle stitched

Herringbone tape in
pistol grey colour

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Inset inside zipper
in black color

Printed logo

2-needle stitch in armhole

1-needle stitch in collar
and shoulder part
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Hoody full zip

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black/hivis yellow
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60% polyester,
40% cotton.
300 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Hoody full zip

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

1x1 rib in cuffs and botttom
with a 1 cm wide stripe in pistol
grey centered on reverse side

Metal eyelet and heavy
cord with reflective dots

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

Single jersey lining
inside hood
Add a seam in top of hood
to keep the cord in place!

Customized flag label
in left sideseam

Add an embroidered
hole inside pocket
(between outer and
inner pocket),
inner Ø: 10 mm, for
a phone cord

Printed logo

2-needle stitch in
armholes and bottom

Small elastic loop inside
neck for phone cord

Hidden coil zip no. 5 in
black color color with
Appear puller.

Woven neck tape
in pistol grey color.

1-needle stitch in
shoulder part
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100% polyester,
230 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Layer 2

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black/hivis yellow
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100% polyester,
230 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Layer 2

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING
1 (2)

Thumb grip with
elastic binding

Mesh in grey
color inside collar

Customized
zip puller

Pockets with
zippers

Embroidery

Zip garage. Placket in grey colored
fabric. Logo print and a red zig-zag
seam down to bottom of placket.
Start and ends with a red bartack.

Customized
PVC flag label

Flatlock stitch in
black color

Reversed coil zip no. 5
in grey color.

Flatlock stitch in
hivis yellow color

Printed reflective
part on shoulders
(diagonal stripes)

½ moon in black fabric with
printed logo and size.

Hanger loop

Embroidery

Neck tape
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65% polyester,
35% cotton
200 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Piké

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black/hivis yellow
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65% polyester,
35% cotton
200 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Piké

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2-needle stitch at bottom

Main/care label and size label
in center neck

Woven neck tape
in pistol grey color.

Slit in side seams with
woven tape on inside
in pistol grey color

Customized flag label.

1x1 rib knit

Sleeve stripe and yoke
in hivis yellow

Printed logo

Placket with 3 matching buttons, Ø 11mm,
thickness 4mm (same as Ralawise)

Collar with 2 ottoman stripes
on surface:

Shoulders are reinforced
with tape
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60% polyester,
40% cotton
180 gsm.

XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

HV Tee

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black/hivis yellow
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XS- 3XL

Sizes:

Quality: 60% polyester,
40% cotton
180 gsm.

HV Tee

Style:

Style no.:

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

2-needle stitch in
shoulders and
armholes

2-needle stitch in neck

Main/care label and size
label in center neck

Customized
flag label in
left sideseam

Sleeve stripe and yoke
in hivis yellow

Pistol grey:

main color:

In sleeves and bottom
the seam should be
matching on surface side
and grey contrast on
reversed side.

Woven neck tape in
pistol grey color.

1x1 rib in neck
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88% polyester,
12% spandex

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Gents underwear

Style:

Style no.: 6002

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Grey melange/black

Black/grey melange
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88% polyester,
12% spandex

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Gents underwear

Style:

Style no.: 6002

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Mesh lining inside front

Logo print on right side

Main/care label and size
label in center back

Flatlock seams,
thread in pistol grey

Waistband with logo, sewn
with black thread

Leg hem seams,
thread in pistol grey
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100% polyester

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Underwear set

Style:

Style no.: 6210

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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100% polyester

XS - 3XL

Sizes:

Quality:

Underwear set

Style:

Style no.: 6210

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Printed logo

Woven flag label i side seam

All stitchings in pistol
grey thread color

Gusset at crotch

Elastic tape inside waistband

Main/care label and size
label in center back
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100% polyester

One size

Sizes:

Quality:

Swing Pockets

Style:

Style no.: 7000

Brand:

DESIGN AND COLORS

Black
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100% polyester

One size

Sizes:

Quality:

Swing Pockets

Style:

Style no.: 7000

Brand:

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Contrast seam/bartack in grey

Mesh + padding

Webbing tape

Polyester fabric

Bartacks in pocket
openings

3 small tool pockets

Bellow pleats

Big tool pocket

Plastic clasp to click-on
swing pockets to belt loops
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appearworkwear.se

